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ABSTRACT

Aims. Color gradients of galaxies are a powerful tool for resolving the variations of stellar populations within galaxies. We use this
approach to explore the evolution of early-type galaxies in the core of the massive galaxy cluster MACS J1206.2-0847 at z = 0.44.
Methods. We used imaging data in 12 filters (covering a wavelength range from 400 to 1600 nm) from the Hubble Space Telescope
provided by the CLASH survey, as well as additional spectral information from its follow-up program, CLASH-VLT. We performed
multiwavelength optimized model fitting using Galapagos-2 from the MegaMorph project to measure their photometric parameters
(total integrated magnitudes, effective radii re , and Sérsic indices n). We used them to derive color gradients for the colors g475 − I814,
r625 −Y105, I814 −H160 , and Y105 −H160 at radii ranging between 0.1 and 2re for 79 early-type cluster galaxies. From synthetic spectral
models that use simple star formation recipes, we inferred ages and metallicities of the stellar population at different locations within
each galaxy and characterized their influence on the radial color trends.
Results. Early-type galaxies show a substantial decrease in effective radii re with wavelength. We measure that galaxy sizes are ∼25%
smaller in the red H160 filter than in the blue r625 filter but maintain a constant (within 3σ) Sérsic index n with wavelength. We find
negative color gradients in all colors with slopes ranging between −0.07 and −0.17 mag dex−1 and with no obvious dependence on
total magnitude, stellar mass, or location inside the cluster core. We explain the observed radial trends of color gradients as a result
of the ages and metallicities of the respective stellar populations. Red galaxy cores are typically ∼3 Gyr older and more enriched in
metals than the galaxy outskirts, which are of solar metallicity.
Conclusions. Our results support the predictions from hydrodynamical cosmological simulations, which describe a passive evolution
combined with an inside-out-growth of early-type galaxies. In this scenario, galaxies assemble their stellar mass primarily in the
outskirts through the accretion of mass-poor satellites and thus manifest the observed trends of color-, metallicity- and age gradients.

Key words. galaxies: photometry – galaxies: clusters: individual: MACS J1206.2-0847 – galaxies: evolution –
galaxies: stellar content

1. Introduction

It is well known that the bulk of galaxies at redshifts lower than
z∼ 1 can be described by a bimodal distribution; a notion which
has initially been introduced by Edwin Hubble (Hubble 1926).
The crude classification scheme that separates galaxies into disk-
dominated, blue, and spiral system galaxies on the one hand
and spheroid-dominated, red, and elliptical galaxies on the other
hand is likely too superficial. The scheme has since been updated
several times: lenticular S0 galaxies and irregular galaxies have
been added (e.g., Kormendy & Bender 2012). Nevertheless, ob-
servations continue to confirm that numerous physical properties
of galaxies, such as star formation rate, gas content, stellar mass,
and metallicity, roughly correlate with galaxy morphologies in a
bimodal way (Conselice 2006).

The morphology of a galaxy is the product of its forma-
tion and evolution over time, including internal perturbations
or interactions with the surrounding intergalactic or intraclus-
ter medium, as well as with other galaxies. Early-type galaxies
represent the majority of galaxies at local and intermediate red-
shifts, and contain ∼60% of all stellar mass (Hogg et al. 2002;
Driver et al. 2006). Following the morphology-density – relation
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they dominate the highest density regimes (Dressler 1980, 1984),
such as cluster centers. An understanding of the evolution of this
morphological class of galaxies is therefore essential for discern-
ing and explaining the general development of galaxies.

Over the course of the past decades, several frameworks for
the formation and evolution of galaxies were introduced, revised,
and sometimes even rejected again. Two of the most promi-
nent are the monolithic or top-down model and the hierarchical
or bottom-up scenario. The former predicts the formation of
spheroids as a result of a global starburst at very early epochs
of the Universe, followed by a passive evolution to the present
day. Spheroids may subsequently form disk components by ac-
creting gas from their surroundings. Because the gas content is
limited, this leads to distinct epochs of star formation, thus re-
quiring spheroids to precede disks in the monolithic scenario
(Eggen et al. 1962; Larson 1974). Conversely, the top-down
scheme envisions large spheroids as the results of merging events
of two disk galaxies, thus requiring disks to predate spheroids.
If the progenitors are gas rich, the merging events lead to the
disruption of the disk as well as intense bursts of star formation,
which thus form the bulk of the newly created elliptical galaxies
(Renzini 2006). Alternatively, the merger of two or more qui-
escent galaxies ultimately creates a massive, early-type system
(Bell et al. 2004).
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However, some observations contradicted these two theoreti-
cal scenarios. For example, it has been shown that more massive
galaxies form their stars at earlier times than lower-mass galaxies
(the galaxy down-sizing; Bender et al. 1996; Cowie et al. 1996;
Bundy et al. 2006), which apparently contradicts the hierarchical
scheme.

As a result of these complications, a new, “inside-out-
growth” scheme arose and became widely accepted (e.g.,
Carrasco et al. 2010; Hopkins et al. 2010; van Dokkum et al.
2010). In this inside-out scenario, compact early-type galaxies
grow through “dry” minor mergers, which increase the galax-
ies in size, but hardly in mass. This picture is consistent with
the description of a change in the cosmic star formation history
at z∼ 1.7 from a hot-mode evolution to a cold-mode evolution
(Driver et al. 2013). The first mode is characterized by the for-
mation and growth of spheroids through mergers and/or collapse,
and the latter describes the formation and growth of disks by gas
infall and minor mergers.

Numerous studies have corroborated this model through ob-
servations of the early formation of early-type galaxy cores and
the growth in size, which favors a scenario of growth through mi-
nor mergers (Buitrago et al. 2017; Daddi et al. 2005; Hilz et al.
2013; McLure et al. 2013; Newman et al. 2012; Trujillo et al.
2007, 2011; van de Sande et al. 2013; van Dokkum et al. 2008,
2010, 2014), and galaxies evolving from z∼ 1.5 to z = 0,
while increasing their effective radius by a factor of ∼1.5
(Buitrago et al. 2008; Longhetti et al. 2007) and a factor of ∼4
since z∼ 2 (Chan et al. 2016), which relates to r∝ (1 + z)−1.48

(van der Wel et al. 2014). The majority of stars in these sys-
tems was formed at high redshifts (z≈ 3− 5) and on short
timescales (τ∼ 1 Gyr; Thomas et al. 2005, 2009). This can be
derived from correlations between global properties, such as the
color-magnitude relation, the fundamental plane (Bender et al.
1992), or the Mg-σ relation (Ziegler & Bender 1997). The lack
of small but massive galaxies in the local Universe suggests that
they are the progenitors of the local massive early-type popula-
tion (Patel et al. 2013; Williams et al. 2014).

This model can also be explained successfully by hy-
drodynamical cosmological simulations (Hopkins et al. 2010).
Naab et al. (2009) have shown that while the accretion of
stripped infalling stellar material increases the size of ellipti-
cal galaxies, the central concentration is reduced by dynamical
friction. Using the virial theorem, they demonstrated that minor
mergers increase the radius of a galaxy as the square of the mass,
but not the mass to the same extent. In this way, compact high-
redshift spheroidal galaxies can evolve to representative sizes
and concentrations of local elliptical galaxies (Bezanson et al.
2009).

As a result, individual evolutionary paths of galaxies are
reflected by the distributions of their stellar populations within.
In order to probe galaxy evolution scenarios, we therefore corre-
late age-, metallicity-, and the resulting color-gradients, that is,
the age, metallicity, and color dependence on radius, to the un-
derlying spatial distribution of the stellar population. For this, we
examine galaxy light profiles as a function of radius in different
passbands.

In the classic monolithic dissipative model, metal-rich gas
flows inward during the initial gravitational collapse, leading
to higher metallicities in the center. This is characterized by
negative metallicity gradients. In addition, the deep gravita-
tional potential well in the center causes gas to continue flowing
inward, which triggers star formation and enriches the gas fur-
ther. Because this process lasts longest in the center, the mono-
lithic model predicts null or positive age gradients. Metallicity

gradients dominate the color profiles, which leads to strong neg-
ative color gradients of values greater than −1 mag dex−1 in ra-
dius for the classical, and −0.5 to −0.3 mag dex−1 for the revised
monolithic model (Montes et al. 2014, and references therein).

On the other hand, the hierarchical dry merger, which pre-
dicts a mix of stellar populations, and inside-out-growth scenar-
ios, which add new stellar content as an envelope to the existing
galaxy, lead to much shallower metallicity and color gradients.
The reason is that pre-existing gradients are diluted as a result of
the merger(s).

In support of the current scenario of galaxy evolution, several
studies at all redshifts describe a significant variation in recov-
ered effective radius re of galaxies as a function of wavelength,
suggesting the existence of different stellar populations in indi-
vidual galaxies. La Barbera et al. (2002) examined cluster early-
type galaxies with n & 4 at intermediate redshift (z = 0.31) and
found that effective radii are ∼40% smaller in the near-infrared
than in the optical. This was confirmed by La Barbera et al.
(2010) and Kelvin et al. (2012), whose results show that on av-
erage, early-type galaxies are more concentrated at longer wave-
lengths. The Sérsic index n of spheroidal galaxies (i.e., high n
galaxies) depends only weakly on wavelength: their n remains
relatively stable at all wavelengths, with slightly lower values
at shorter wavelengths (Kelvin et al. 2012; Vulcani et al. 2014;
Kennedy et al. 2015).

Color gradients in local early-type galaxies have been
measured for the past 30 yr (e.g., Vader et al. 1988). Most
publications report negative color gradients, which corre-
spond to a decrease in metallicity with radius (Peletier et al.
1990a,b; La Barbera & de Carvalho 2009) and small positive
age gradients, which relates to the observed size growth of
galaxies (Montes et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2005). Recent stud-
ies using spectroscopic data on limited sample sizes confirm
these observations (Goddard et al. 2017; Kuntschner et al. 2010;
Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2007).

The advancement in technology allowed expanding the
color gradient measurements to more distant galaxies. Several
investigations of high-redshift passive galaxies confirmed that
metallicity is the dominant driver for color gradients in these
galaxies. Furthermore, this result seems to be independent of en-
vironment (Saglia et al. 2000; Smail et al. 2001; Tamura & Ohta
2000; Tamura et al. 2000).

However, color gradients vary systematically with redshift.
Color gradients of elliptical galaxies at redshifts 1< z< 2 appear
significantly steeper, reaching twice the values of the local el-
liptical population (Gargiulo et al. 2011, 2012; Guo et al. 2011).
This implies an important contribution by an age gradient at
high redshifts (Chan et al. 2016), when galaxies enter their phase
of passive evolution (De Propris et al. 2015). Over the follow-
ing ∼8–9 Gyr, the stellar population throughout a galaxy evolves
from being dominated by young, blue stars to the evolved old,
red, and remaining long-living stars without any new star forma-
tion. The age gradient thus tends to null for galaxies at z∼ 0.

The evolution of color gradients as well as galaxy sizes over
cosmic time, and their observed dependence on wavelength, give
reason to endorse the inside-out-growth model. This is also in
agreement with chemodynamical simulations, which succeed in
reproducing the observed variety of metallicity gradients in el-
liptical galaxies (Kobayashi 2004).

The combination of our comprehensive, large, and deep
high-quality HST sample of cluster early-type galaxies, ob-
served in 16 different filters, and our simultaneous multi-band
fitting approach allows us to extensively verify the current evo-
lution model of early-type galaxies. Since all sources lie within
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one cluster, we are also able to additionally assess a possible de-
pendence of the color gradients on environment or stellar mass.

We examine a sample of 79 carefully selected early-type
galaxies in the cluster MACS J1206.2-0847 (MACS 1206 in
the following) observed by the HST multi-cycle treasury pro-
gram The Cluster Lensing And Supernova survey with Hubble
(CLASH1, Postman et al. 2012). Initially detected by the MAs-
sive Cluster Survey (MACS, Ebeling et al. 2001), MACS 1206
is one of the 25 massive galaxy clusters of CLASH, observed in
16 filters, ranging from the near-UV to the near-IR. We analyze
color gradients of our sample galaxies for the colors g475 − I814,
r625 −Y105, I814 −H160, and Y105 −H160, as well as the variations
in structural parameter Sérsic index n and effective radius re over
the observed wavelength range. To constrain ages and metallic-
ities of the stellar population at different locations within each
galaxy, we compare measured colors with colors predicted by
simple stellar population models. This allows a link of age and
metallicity variances with the observed color gradients.

The paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we describe our
data sample, the global properties of MACS 1206, and our selec-
tion of targets. In Sect. 3 we illustrate the modeling of our sample
using Galapagos-2, a software developed by the MegaMorph
project, and our final selection of early-type galaxies. In Sect. 4
we present our results of structural parameter effective radius re
and Sérsic index n, and we explain the derivation of color gradi-
ents, while in Sect. 5 we compare our results to those provided
by stellar population models. Finally, in Sect. 6 we discuss our
results, and we summarize in Sect. 7.

We adopt the concordance cosmology with
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.7, and ΩM = 0.3 (Spergel et al.
2003), in agreement with other studies examining the CLASH
clusters (e.g., Annunziatella et al. 2014; Balestra et al. 2016;
Biviano et al. 2013; Girardi et al. 2015; Jouvel et al. 2014;
Kuchner et al. 2017; Maier et al. 2016; Ogrean et al. 2015;
Presotto et al. 2014; Zitrin et al. 2012).

2. Data

MACS 1206 is a massive (LX ∼ 2.4× 1045 erg s−1) cluster at
z∼ 0.44. According to X-ray observations, the cluster appears
to be in a relaxed state. The central brightest cluster galaxy
(BCG) at RA2000 = 12h06m12s.15 and Dec2000 =−8◦48′3.′′48 is
located at the peak of the X-ray emission and the gravita-
tional mass center (Umetsu et al. 2012). The mass profiles de-
rived from dynamical and strong- and weak-lensing methods
(Zitrin et al. 2012) are in excellent agreement, with a virial mass
of M200 ∼ 1.4× 1015 M� and a virial radius of r200 = 1.98 Mpc
(Biviano et al. 2013).

The cluster also exhibits a significant WNW-ESE elongated
intracluster light (ICL) component, which indicates that de-
spite the overall relaxed appearance (Eichner et al. 2013), in-
teractions between galaxies are still ongoing and result in tidal
disruptions that feed the ICL. This is supported by the find-
ing that the ratio of giant (M∗/M� > 1010.5) to subgiant galax-
ies (109.5 <M∗/M� < 1010.5) is highest in the innermost regions
of the cluster (R> 0.5 Mpc). The ratio drops to its minimum in
the adjoining region at distances between 0.5 and 1 Mpc away
from the BCG (Annunziatella et al. 2014). In addition, an en-
hancement of red galaxies with strong Hδ absorption, indicating
a recent star formation event 1–2 Gyr ago, is found in the center
and along the ICL. This further implies recent or even ongoing

1 https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/clash/

interactions on galaxy scales (Girardi et al. 2015; Mercurio et al.
2016; Presotto et al. 2014).

The images provided by the CLASH pipeline are already
cleaned, processed, aligned, and co-added using the Mosaic-
Drizzle software (Koekemoer et al. 2011), which corrects for
cosmic-ray contamination and compensates for shifts and ro-
tations. Precise and reliable photometric redshift measurements
were derived for 16 filters (Jouvel et al. 2014), which we used in
our selection process.

Complementary to the photometry, we also used results from
the spectroscopic follow-up program CLASH-VLT (Rosati et al.
2014), which observed 13 out of the 25 CLASH clusters
with the low-resolution blue and medium-resolution grisms
of the VLT VIMOS instrument. Analyzing the locations of
the sources in the projected phase space, Biviano et al. (2013)
identified ∼600 confirmed member galaxies in projected phase
space of MACS 1206. Together with photometric redshifts us-
ing archival images obtained with the Suprime-Cam instru-
ment on the Subaru telescope, they acquired a redshift range of
0.34< z< 0.54 for galaxies to be defined as cluster members (see
also Annunziatella et al. 2014)

Combining these membership determinations with the pho-
tometric redshift determinations by Jouvel et al. (2014), we ob-
tain an inital sample of 110 galaxies for the ACS I814 band, which
serves as our reference band in the ensuing analysis. Out of this
sample, 74 galaxies possess a spectroscopically derived redshift,
while 36 have photometric redshift determinations. As the field
of view of ACS is larger than that of WFC3/IR, we only include
sources whose positions are covered in all filters to optimize
the accuracy of the output of the modeling process. As a con-
sequence, our galaxies are located well within the innermost re-
gions of the cluster, and the largest centric distances are less than
half of the virial radius. Nevertheless, the galaxies appear evenly
distributed (Fig. 1). This should avoid any biases such as con-
tamination by the ICL, and orientation or location in the cluster.
At the cluster redshift, one arcsecond corresponds to ∼5.67 kpc.

3. Modeling of galaxies

To determine the structural parameter Sérsic index n and ef-
fective radius re needed for the subsequent analysis, we si-
multaneously modeled our sample galaxies in 12 optical and
near-infrared HST observations2. For this, we used Galapagos-
2, a tool provided by the MegaMorph project (Bamford et al.
2012; Häußler et al. 2013), which is a wrapper for Source
Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) and GALFIT-M, an ex-
tension of the widely used galaxy model fitting tool GALFIT
(Peng et al. 2002, 2010). GALFIT-M is capable of simultaneously
fitting intensity profiles to galaxies with multi-band data, which
has been shown to enhance the stability of the fitting results
as well as increase the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), that is, low-
ers the magnitude limit in comparison to single-band fits (e.g.,
Häußler et al. 2013).

The main upgrading of GALFIT-M relates to the replace-
ment of the initial model parameter outputs of GALFIT with
wavelength-dependent Chebyshev polynomials, where the coef-
ficients are the fitted parameter results in the respective pass-
bands. The degree of freedom is defined by the user and ranges
from constant over all wavelengths to completely independent.
Hence, the user is free to decide to which extent the values for
each fitted parameter are connected to each other.

2 Because of the low S/N in the WFC3/UVIS bands, we discarded the
observations in these four filters in our model fittings.
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Fig. 1. Initial sample of early-type galaxies in MACS 1206. Red circles indicate galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts, and yellow circles show
galaxies with photometric redshifts. Additionally, we plot the respective redshifts.

Since the focus of this study lies on early-type galaxies,
we chose to model all galaxies with a one-component fit3, that
is, with a free single Sérsic profile. For early-type galaxies,
this choice is well established, and it has been shown that the
shape of elliptical galaxies is well represented by a single Sér-
sic profile, often averaging at n∼ 4 (e.g., de Vaucouleurs 1948;
Häußler et al. 2013).

We chose to fix the central X and Y positions of the galax-
ies, their axial ratios, and position angles to be constant over
all wavelengths. In this way, we avoided artificial color gradi-
ents, which may be introduced through different shapes and/or
orientation. The structural parameter effective radius re and
Sérsic index n are assumed to be best described by a second-
order polynomial, although a linear function is expected to
be sufficient for the brightest elliptical galaxies (Häußler et al.
2013; Kuchner et al. 2017). Following conventions, we con-
strained n to values between 0.2 and 8, and defined the max-
imum limit of the radius re as 400 pixels, which corresponds
to ∼150 kpc at z∼ 0.4. Model magnitudes were fit freely with-
out constraints, meaning that Sérsic magnitudes in the different
bands can vary independently of the wavelength.

3 Testing for a subset of our sample more elaborate two-component fits
in regard of computational time showed no significant difference in the
results.

Of the 110 sample galaxies, 103 successfully returned model
values. For the 7 remaining galaxies without successful comple-
tion of the fitting process (one is the BCG of the cluster), the
maximum time we allowed for the derivation of a model was ex-
ceeded. A visual inspection showed that these galaxies are em-
bedded in extended light emission either from intracluster light
or bright neighboring sources. Galaxies in very crowded regions
are fit simultaneously, which further increases the computational
time, in some cases exceeding the chosen time-frame.

Figure 2 shows the color-magnitude diagram of galaxies in
MACS 1206, where we plot integrated, modeled AB magnitudes
in Y105 on the x-axis and r625 −Y105 colors on the y-axis. The col-
ored points represent the sample galaxies, color-coded from blue
to red according to the derived Sérsic indices n in the I814 band,
from low to high values. Gray dots represent all galaxies that
are visible in the WFC3/IR field of view, independent of their
redshift. The sample galaxies are mainly located along the red
sequence, and most Sérsic indices fit expectations of early-type
galaxies, which dominate the inner regions of galaxy clusters,
which is the region we cover here.

However, some galaxies stray from this expectation. We
therefore further separated the galaxies into morphological
early- and late-type galaxies according to their Sérsic index and
visual shape. Following the convention of previous publications
(e.g., Shen et al. 2003; Barden et al. 2005; Vulcani et al. 2014),
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Fig. 2. Color-magnitude diagram for the fitted galaxies in MACS 1206.
The gray dots represent all detected sources in the WFC3/IR field of
view, overlaid by the fitted galaxies, color-coded according to their Sér-
sic index n in I814. Fitted galaxies (colored diamonds) with black crosses
denote sources that are not considered in the subsequent analysis due to
an n< 2.5 or morphological features, such as spiral arms or distortions.
As expected, our final sample galaxies all lie on the red sequence.

we separated galaxies into disk-dominated galaxies when n< 2.5
and spheroid-dominated galaxies when n> 2.5 in I814, which has
been the reference band throughout the fitting process. In ad-
dition, we visually inspected the sources in the I814 band three
times, each time shuffling the galaxies to a new random order.
All galaxies with n< 2.5 and those indicating spiral or peculiar
features (independent of their n value) were discarded from fur-
ther considerations. In Fig. 2, they are marked by a black cross.
The majority of the discarded galaxies lies well below the red se-
quence. Applying these constraints leads to a final sample of 79
(57 of which are spectroscopically confirmed) carefully selected
smooth, shperoid-dominated, red galaxies in the central region
of MACS 1206.

4. Results

4.1. Variations in structural parameters n and re

In this section we use the measurements of Sérsic index n and
effective radius re that are available for each galaxy in 12 bands
to analyze their variations with wavelength.

Figure 3 shows the distributions of n on the left and re on
the right in each filter. The magenta lines denote the mean val-
ues of the respective distributions. Evidently, very many objects
return the maximum output n = 8 in the bluest filter, B435. This
constraint was likely met more often in this filter because of its
low S/N ratio, which likely has caused Galapagos-2 to encounter
difficulties in determining the correct intensity profiles for the
respective galaxies. The distribution of re of the sample galaxies
shows no conspicuous features in any band, and the mean sizes
of galaxies of ∼2 kpc are within expectations.

Table 1 lists the means of Sérsic index n and sizes in kpc
for each band, as well as their uncertainties, estimated as σ/

√
N

(i.e., the standard error of the mean), where σ is the standard de-
viation and N is the number of galaxies. For our sample galax-
ies, n is marginally dependent on wavelength, while galaxy sizes

decrease with increasing wavelength, with re being on average
∼20% smaller in near-infrared than in the optical bands.

To quantify the variation in effective radius and Sérsic in-
dex in wavelength, we used the measurement ratios in the two
bands H160 and the r625. We used the notation that was in-
troduced by Vulcani et al. (2014) and Kennedy et al. (2015),
R= re(H160)/re(r625) and N = n(H160)/n(r625). The selected filters pro-
vide robust values and cover a wide range of wavelengths, and
were also used throughout the stellar population analysis in
Sect. 5. Our tests show that including the low S/N filters B435,
V606, and g475 leads to similar results, but we opt for the conser-
vative approach of including only high-quality data.

In this context, N < 1 corresponds to galaxies with a higher
central light concentration in the blue r625 band than in the red
H160 filter.N > 1 conversely relates to the opposite behavior, and
N ∼ 1 implies similar shapes of the light profiles in both pass-
bands.

The parameter R describes the variation in size in these two
filters, with R< 1 indicating a smaller size in the redder H160
band. As a result, the centers appear redder, while the outskirts
present themselves bluer in comparison. For R> 1 the opposite
is true, with the centers being bluer than the outskirts, whereas
R∼ 1 implies a similar size in both passbands. Hence, much like
color gradients, R serves as an indicator of the color variation as
a function of radius within an object.

With a mean of N = 0.92± 0.024, it is reasonable to con-
sider N constant for our sample. This confirms the notion that
the elliptical galaxies in our sample are best described by a one-
component intensity profile.

The mean of R= 0.77± 0.02 corresponds to our finding that
the effective radii of elliptical galaxies are ∼25% smaller in H160
than in r625. This behavior already indicates that the majority of
the studied galaxies possess redder centers and bluer outskirts,
amounting to negative color gradients. Different stellar popula-
tions with similar light distribution, where blue, that is, younger,
stars extend to larger radii can be a probable explanation, which
we examine in Sect. 5.

4.2. Color gradients

To derive color gradients for every galaxy, we must first produce
surface brightness profiles in each observed filter. They are based
on the values of magnitudes, Sérsic index n, and effective radius
re as returned by the model fitting process. The Sérsic profile is
described as

I(R) = Ieexp

−bn

( R
re

)1/n

− 1


 , (1)

where Ie is the intensity at the effective radius re, which is the
radius at which half of the total emitted light of the galaxy is
encompassed. This in turn is ensured by the dimensionless an-
alytically derived constant bn. The Sérsic index n is a measure
for the curvature of the profile. Following the derivations of
Graham & Driver (2005) and using the results of an asymptotic
expansion of bn given in Ciotti & Bertin (1999), we converted
the Sérsic profile to derive the surface brightness profile as

µ(R) = µe +
2.5bn

ln(10)

( R
re

)1/n

− 1

 . (2)

4 With the uncertainties calculated using the σ/
√

N estimation.
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Fig. 3. Left side: distribution of Sérsic index n in the 12 bands for the 79 galaxies contained in the final sample. The magenta line shows the
respective mean, and the filter name is given in each panel. In all 12 bands our mean Sérsic indices show typical values for early-type galaxies.
Right side: analogously to the left side, the distributions for the effective radius re are shown. A clear trend to smaller sizes with increasing
wavelength is visible.

Table 1. Mean values for n and re in kpc for the MACS 1206 sample in each filter.

B435 g475 V606 r625 I775 I814

n 5.15± 0.18 5.06± 0.17 4.85± 0.15 4.79± 0.14 4.59± 0.14 4.53± 0.14
re [kpc] 3.30± 0.23 3.20± 0.23 2.99± 0.22 2.92± 0.22 2.70± 0.21 2.63± 0.21

z850 Y105 Y J110 J125 JH140 H160
n 4.42± 0.14 4.35± 0.14 4.31± 0.14 4.30± 0.14 4.32± 0.14 4.38± 0.15

re [kpc] 2.51± 0.20 2.42± 0.20 2.36± 0.20 2.32± 0.20 2.30± 0.20 2.32± 0.20

Notes. The uncertainties (i.e. standard error of the mean) are derived by using σ/
√

N, with σ being the standard deviation and N the number of
galaxies in our sample.

µe depicts the surface brightness at a certain re, that is, the mean
effective surface brightness, which is described as

〈µ〉e = µe − 2.5 log
(

nebn

b2n
n
Γ(2n)

)
, (3)

where 〈µ〉e is the mean surface brightness. This variable is ex-
pressed using the total apparent magnitude mtot and re:

mtot,= 〈µ〉e − 2.5 log(2πr2
e ). (4)

Because n and re generally vary from one filter λ1 to another
filter λ2, the surface brightnesses differ in these two passbands.
The color is then defined as the difference of two profiles at a
certain radius, and as a consequence, the color profile is defined
as the radial color trend of a galaxy. It is expressed as

(
µλ1 − µλ2

)
(R) = µe,λ1 +

2.5bn,λ1

ln10

( R
re,λ1

)1/nλ1

− 1


− µe,λ2 +

2.5bn,λ2

ln10

( R
re,λ2

)1/nλ2

− 1

 .
(5)

Finally, the color gradient is defined as the slope of the color
profile between a chosen radius interval, commonly scaled loga-
rithmically:

∇λ1−λ2 =
∆

((
µλ1 − µλ2

)
(R)

)
∆log R

. (6)

We used two approaches to derive color gradients. In the
first, we applied a linear least-squares fit to the derived color pro-
files. In Fig. 4, results for this approach are shown as red solid
lines. The second, analytic method uses the formula presented
by La Barbera et al. (2002):

∇λ1−λ2 =
2.5 log(e)

log(rM) − log(rm)
×

bn,λ2

( rm

re,λ2

)1/nλ2

−

(
rM

re,λ2

)1/nλ2


+bn,λ1

( rM

re,λ1

)1/nλ1

−

(
rm

re,λ1

)1/nλ1

 , (7)

where the parameters rm and rM are the inner and outer limits in
units of re of the chosen radius interval and certain reference
band to calculate the color gradients within. To be consistent
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Fig. 4. Distributions of the color gradients for the four colors. Red bars indicate the color gradients assessed by fitting to the color profile, blue
bars display the analytically derived gradients. The corresponding dashed lines denotes the respective means, and the gray dotted line indicates a
color gradient ∇(λ1−λ2) = 0. For all four colors and independent of method, we derive negative mean color gradients.

with previous studies, we adopt rm = 0.1 re,625 and rM = re,625. In
Fig. 4 we present the results for this method as blue dashed lines.

The colors we examined are g475 − I814, r625 −Y105,
I814 −H160, and Y105 −H160, which at z∼ 0.4 correspond to
U −V , B−R, V −Y, and R−Y in rest-frame. The high quality
and deep imaging of our HST data allows intervals of color gra-
dients for our early-type sample to range from 0.1 to 2re.

Table 2 presents our results of derived color gradients as their
means of all galaxies. For each of the four colors (Col. 1), we
provide the means µ and standard deviation σ derived from the
linear fits (Cols. 2 and 4) and analytical formula (Cols. 3 and 5).

Independent of the derivation method, all color gradients
show a negative trend, that is, a decrease with radius. This means
that the centers of galaxies are generally redder than their ex-
terior regions, or, reversely, galaxies become bluer with radius.
This observation refers to a variation in stellar populations at
different radii in early-type galaxies in cluster centers. Color
gradients become shallower the smaller, but also the redder the
color interval. Therefore, the mean color gradients in Y105 −H160
are rather shallow, as both filters trace a red and old population.
The remaining colors also detect stars with intermediate ages
and thus lead to steeper color gradients. The g475 band lies blue-
ward of the 4000 Å break at the cluster redshift, which would

Table 2. Mean color gradients µ and the corresponding standard devia-
tions σ for each of our colors and assessment methods.

µfit σfit µana σana
[mag dex−1]

∇g475 − I814 −0.17 0.08 −0.12 0.09
∇r625 −Y105 −0.18 0.08 −0.15 0.08
∇I814 −H160 −0.15 0.12 −0.15 0.11
∇Y105 −H160 −0.07 0.09 −0.07 0.09

allow the detection of younger stellar populations and examina-
tion of their impact on the color variation with increasing radius.
However, as the mean color gradient of ∇g475 − I814 does not differ
significantly from those of ∇r625 −Y105 and ∇I814 −H160 , we conclude
that our sample galaxies consist on average predominantly of
stars with intermediate and older ages ≥1−2 Gyr.

We find slight discrepancies for g475 − I814 and r625 −Y105,
which we explain in two ways: First, the uncertainties in the fit-
ting process are greater in the shorter wavelength g475 than in
I814. This ultimately leads to greater inaccuracies of the inten-
sity profiles, color profiles, and gradients. Second, by using the
parameters rm and rM, we introduce an additional error source.
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Fig. 5. Fitted and calculated color gradients of each individual early-type galaxy plotted against the respective cluster-centric distance (left),
integrated magnitude in I814 (middle) and stellar mass (right). The same color scheme as in Fig. 4 applies. The dashed, gray line indicates a
null color gradient. Based on Pearson correlation coefficients we detect no dependence between color gradients and those galactic properties,
independent of color and method.

In Fig. 4 we show the distributions of color gradients for
the four respective colors. Color gradients derived by the fitting
method are shown as solid red lines, and gradients derived from
the analytical approach are presented as blue dashed lines. We
also indicate the corresponding means as vertical dotted lines
and the position of a null color gradient (∇(λ1−λ2) = 0) as a dotted
gray line.

In our sample, negative or neutral color gradients domi-
nate, ranging primarily from ∼0.1 to −0.3 difference in magni-
tude per dex in radius. Differences between the two derivations
(least-squares fit and analytical method) decrease with increas-
ing wavelength. Results disagree most strongly in the g475 − I814
color, which we explain by the low S/N in g475.

In summary, we find that the 79 early-type galaxies of our
sample generally have negative color gradients in g475 − I814,
r625 −Y105, I814 −H160, and Y105 −H160. The behavior of some
galaxies deviates, as we describe below.
1. One galaxy (∼1.3% of this sample) has a color gradient

>0.1 mag dex−1 when derived with the analytic approach in
colors g475 − I814 and r625 −Y105. This galaxy is the smallest
in our sample. It is likely that the size was underestimated
during the fitting routine in the blue bands.

2. One galaxy (∼1.3% of this sample) has a color gra-
dient >0.1 mag dex−1 using either derivation methods in
I814 −H160. This galaxy is a faint, low-mass galaxy that is
surrounded by two bright companions. This could have led
to an inaccurate size determination.

3. Two galaxies (∼2.6% of this sample) have a color gra-
dient >0.1 mag dex−1 using either derivation methods in
Y105 −H160. One of these galaxies is the same as men-
tioned above in the results for I814 −H160, the other does
not show any distinct features that might explain a posi-
tive color gradient. However, with a photometric redshift
difference of ∆z∼ 0.07, this source may not be a cluster
member.
Additionally, we analyzed possible correlations between the

derived color gradients and cluster-centric distance, integrated
magnitude in I814, and stellar mass (Fig. 5). We calculated the
24 Pearson correlation coefficients for each individual color-
gradient measurement and galactic property. The maximum cor-
relation coefficient is ρ∼ 0.22, and the minimum correlation
coefficient amounts to ρ∼−0.23. The mean correlation coeffi-
cients averaging over the methods to derive the color gradients
and colors, that is, calculating the mean of the coefficients for
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the three galactic properties, are ρ∼ 0.14 for distance, ρ∼−0.14
for integrated magnitude, and ρ∼ 0.08 for stellar mass.

5. Comparison with simple stellar population
models

We compared the derived color gradients of our sample of
79 early-type galaxies to predictions by stellar population
synthesis models to infer ages and metallicities of the underlying
stellar populations. For this, we adopted singular stellar popula-
tion (SSP) models using the tool EzGal (Mancone & Gonzalez
2012). This Python wrapper produces synthetic magnitudes and
colors for galaxies depending on a given formation redshift z f ,
metallicity Z, starformation history, and inital mass functions
(IMF) and gives a choice of different stellar synthesis models,
such as those published by Bruzual & Charlot (BC03, 2003),
Maraston (2005), or Conroy et al. (2009). One advantage of this
tool is that it allows redshifting the model spectra by convolv-
ing them with the filter curves and applying the corresponding
k-corrections. This returns values in observed frame for the de-
sired filters at a predetermined redshift. We therefore directly
compare measured colors to a variation of modelled colors that
depend on input ages and metallicities. In this way, we link ob-
served parameters to formation conditions of galaxies, and ulti-
mately constrain their evolutionary histories.

For our comparison, we adopted a Chabrier IMF (Chabrier
2003) and chose stellar population models by BC03 because
of their range of available metallicities (Z ∼ [−0.4, 0.0, 0.4]
[Log(Z/Z�)] with Z� = 0.02). Since these three metallicities are
already implemented in EzGal, it offers the option to calcu-
late additional colors and magnitudes by interpolating additional
models with other metallicities within the limits we described.
In our selection process, we only selected elliptical, early-type
galaxies for our analysis. In general, these are characterized by
a singular star formation epoch at the formation redshift and a
subsequent passive evolution. In this case, SSP models are suf-
ficiently accurate for our purpose. We calculated models for 12
different formation redshifts between z f ∼ [0.5, 10] and five dif-
ferent metallicities in the interval Z = [0.008, 0.05].

Optical colors are affected by the age-metallicity degeneracy
(Worthey 1994). Essentially, spectra of two unresolved galaxies
are indistinguishable if one is three times older but possesses just
half the metallicity of the other. To break this degeneracy and to
avoid any assumptions regarding the ages and metallicities of
our model galaxies, we created a grid of two colors at our cluster
redshift, whose predicted values depend on different SSPs based
on varying ages and metallicities. This grid is similar to a grid
spanned by the correct choice of Lick abundance indices and can
therefore trace ages in one direction and metallicity in the other.

Following Smail et al. (2001) and La Barbera et al. (2002), a
combination of optical and optical-infrared colors appears best
suited to resolve the age-metallicity degeneracy. The first color
traces the age of the stars, and the second is determined by their
metallicity. For our grid, we therefore chose the color combina-
tion r625 −Y105 for the optical part and Y105 −H160 for the optical-
IR part. These colors translate at the redshift z∼ 0.4 into B− I
and I −Y in rest-frame.

For each galaxy we then matched their colors, derived at 0.1,
0.5, 1, and 2 effective radii of the galaxy, to the model grid colors
to infer values of ages and metallicities. For our purpose, the
flux at radii >2re becomes insignificant, and we find that light at
these large radii does not contribute to the overall measurements
of ages and metallicities.
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Fig. 6. Color-color diagram for one of the early-type cluster galaxies
in our sample. The red dot represents the color values at 0.1re, the
yellow dot shows the color values at 0.5re, the green dot plots the
color values at 1re, and finally, the blue dot shows color values at 2re.
r625 −Y105 is more sensitive to age variations, but Y105 −H160 traces the
metallicity. For this galaxy the innermost region between 0.1re and 0.5re
is clearly age dominated, while at larger radii, a trend with metallicity
takes over.

We illustrate this approach in Fig. 6, which shows the color
values for one sample galaxy. The colored markers correspond
to the galaxy color measurements at the four radii. In this exam-
ple, we find that the central 0.5re have a negative age gradient
and constant metallicity. Between 0.5re and 2re, stellar ages re-
main constant, and the metallicity gradient becomes negative.
This shows that in order to explain the global appearance of the
negative color gradients we detected in most of our galaxies, a
combination of age and metallicity variation has to be taken into
account.

A potential error source is that at solar metallicities, age
tracks between 7 and 9 Gyr are almost identical. However, be-
cause we are interested in the relative differences of the ages and
metallicities, we can neglect this problem. Similarly, we omit the
impact of dust, which can be regarded as a minor contribution in
early-type galaxies.

We applied the same analysis to all 79 galaxies of our sam-
ple. We then considered the relative age and metallicity varia-
tions with radius. Figure 7 summarizes results for derived ages
on the left and metallicities on the right at the four galaxy radii
0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2re. To this end, we divided our age range into
eight bins of equal size from 1 to 9 Gyr. Stars in galaxy cen-
ters (within 0.1re) are the oldest. Half of the sample galaxies
have central stars that are 8–9 Gyr old (which is the maximum
attainable age). Stellar populations are younger at larger radii.
At 0.5 and 1re, the mean stellar ages are 6.58± 0.29 Gyr and
5.54± 0.33 Gyr, respectively. Only ∼6% of the sample have old
stellar populations at 2re. The majority (∼60%) have stars that
are 1–3 Gyr old at this radius. This translates into a mean age dif-
ference between the central regions and the outskirts of ∼3 Gyr.

Metallicity gradients are negative in most galaxies (right
panel of Fig. 7). In the galaxy centers, at 0.1re, we deter-
mine 0.11± 0.02 [Log(Z/Z�)] to supersolar values. At radii
0.5, 1, and 2re from the center, we measure solar metallici-
ties, with 0.05± 0.02[Log(Z/Z�)], 0.04± 0.02[Log(Z/Z�)], and
0.07± 0.03[Log(Z/Z�)], respectively.
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Fig. 7. Left panels from top to bottom: age distributions from 0.1re to
2re. Analogously, the right panels show the metallicity distributions.
The color scheme is the same as in Fig. 6. The rectangles at the top
display the average values, and the widths correspond to the respective
errors. For our sample galaxies we detect on average a negative metallic-
ity gradient (i.e., higher metallicities in the centers) and a clear negative
age gradient (i.e., older stars in the central regions).

6. Discussion

The characteristics revealed in our analysis of color, age, and
metallicity gradients of the early-type population of galaxies in
the core of the cluster MACS 1206 at z∼ 0.44 agree well with
the currently accepted scientific consensus established by pre-
vious studies. Our measurements of 79 sample galaxies in 12
HST filters reveal that early-type galaxies are 25% smaller in
infrared (H160) than in optical (r625) filters, while the Sérsic in-
dex n is constant within 3σ over this range. The mean Sér-
sic index 〈n〉 of our sample over the entire wavelength range
is n∼ 4.59± 0.04. This is consistent with measurements from
Vulcani et al. (2014), who found a constant 〈n〉 ∼ 4 over all filters
used in the GAMA survey, from the g band and extended down to
the K band. Additionally, they also detected a decrease of ∼40%
for re going from u to H. Similar trends have been found by
Kelvin et al. (2012), who established a 38% decrease in re for
the same sample as well, but used only single-component fits.
Finally, Kennedy et al. (2015) confirmed these results in their
investigation of GAMA II field galaxies. On the other hand,
La Barbera et al. (2010) found higher medians (〈n〉 ∼ 6) by ex-
amining local galaxies. However, their wider wavelength range
covered filters from the g band to the K band, which could ex-
plain some of the discrepancies. They also found a 35% larger
decrease in sizes.

For a sample at intermediate redshifts in clusters, which
is comparable to ours, La Barbera et al. (2002, 2003) found
a similar behavior of the dependence of re and n on
wavelength. For their investigation, they examined approx-
imately 270 galaxies in three different clusters between
z = 0.21 and z = 0.64 in U,V, and H rest-frame filters. Their
results, re,UV/re,opt = 1.2± 0.05, re,opt/re,IR = 1.26± 0.06, and
nUV/nopt = 1.0± 0.1 and nopt/nIR = 0.88± 0.03 are in good agree-
ment with our assessment and are consistent with the local val-
ues. Even in clusters at z = 1.39, passive galaxies still show the

same trends, as shown by Chan et al. (2016), who derived a
∼20% decrease in galaxy size from i775 to H160.

We explain the dependence of galaxy sizes on wavelength
with intrinsic color gradients in stellar populations of early-type
galaxies. The majority of early-type galaxies have red centers
and in comparison bluer regions at larger radii from the cen-
ter. Since we assumed a negligible amount of dust in early-type
galaxies, we interpret this as a result of older stellar populations
residing in the centers of our sample galaxies.

The medians of color gradients in our sample galax-
ies in four different colors range between −0.07± 0.02 and
−0.18± 0.03 mag dex−1. The color gradients we determined in
our sample are consistent with the findings of Saglia et al.
(2000), who derived color gradients for z∼ 0.4 cluster galax-
ies. In the rest-frame colors U − B, U −V and B−V , which
are similar to the colors presented in this work, all their ob-
jects have a negative gradient in at least one color. Other stud-
ies treating galaxies at similar redshifts are Tamura & Ohta
(2000), who find a median gradient of ∇(λB,450 − λI,814) =
−0.23± 0.05 mag dex−1, or La Barbera et al. (2002), who like-
wise derived comparable values for color gradients in
elliptical galaxies that agree well with our determinations.
Furthermore, our assessments are consistent with the mean color
gradients obtained by La Barbera et al. (2003) with ∇(λUV −

λopt) =−0.18± 0.04 mag dex−1 and ∇(λopt − λIR) =−0.4 ±
0.1 mag dex−1. In an early work by Peletier et al. (1990a,b), sim-
ilar results were found for local early-type galaxies. They mea-
sured mean color gradients of −0.20± 0.02 mag dex−1 in U −R
and −0.09± 0.02 in B−R.

Studies at higher redshift elliptical galaxies, however, re-
veal steeper negative color gradients than those established in
local and intermediate-z galaxies. Gargiulo et al. (2012) found
gradients between −0.1± 0.1 and −1.0± 0.1 mag dex−1 for their
sample of early-type galaxies at 1.0< z< 1.9. Guo et al. (2011)
also reported steeper color gradients for their z∼ 2 galaxies, as
did De Propris et al. (2015), who derived a median color gradi-
ent of −0.25 mag dex−1 for their high-redshift (〈z〉 ∼ 1.25) selec-
tion. Finally, in their investigation of cluster galaxies at z∼ 1.39,
Chan et al. (2016) found a median value of ∼0.45 mag dex−1,
which is a factor of two steeper than the local values.

We have shown that color gradients are the result of a com-
bination of age and metallicity gradients. We derive metallic-
ity gradients of ∼−0.2 dex per decade in radius, which confirms
previous results found by Saglia et al. (2000), La Barbera et al.
(2003), and Tamura et al. (2000). Stellar populations in the in-
ternal regions of our sample galaxies are on average ∼3 Gyr
older than those in the external regions. This result is slightly
more extreme, but within the error estimations of the same
studies.

The continuing inflow of metal-rich gas means that a mono-
lithic collapse scenario requires much steeper negative metallic-
ity gradients (between −0.5 and −1 dex per radial decade) than
those observed. Consequently, the monolithic collapse theory
also predicts a positive age gradient: As a result of gas enrich-
ment, the younger stellar population would need to be located in
the innermost regions of the galaxy, and the stellar ages would
increase with radius. Our observations show, however, that ellip-
tical galaxies have negative age gradients.

Gas-rich mergers are unlikely to play an important role in
the recent evolution (z. 0.5− 1) of the early-type population we
investigated. A recent merger history would predict an old, red,
and extended component superimposed by a more concentrated
young and blue stellar population. Frequent active mergers lead
to differences in mean Sérsic indices and sizes in local galaxies
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compared to those at intermediate redshifts. This has not been
confirmed.

Our results support the current evolution scenario, where
a series of dry mergers contributes to an inside-out growth of
early-type galaxies. During this process, young and metal-poor
stars of low-mass galaxies are accreted by high-mass galaxies
and build an extended component. This leads to a significant
evolution in size, with little increase in mass (Driver et al. 2013;
Naab et al. 2009; Oser et al. 2010). This scenario matches obser-
vations of very compact, massive quiescent galaxies at z∼ 2 well
(Davari et al. 2014, and references therein), which are thought to
be the progenitors of early-type galaxies at low and intermediate
redshifts. The inside-out growth through dry mergers also dilutes
age and metallicity variations, which matches our observations
of gradients as well as observations at higher and lower redshifts.

The cluster galaxies of our sample are located in the central
region of a massive galaxy cluster (Fig. 1). During our selection
processes, we further ensured that our sample is comprised of
red-sequence galaxies that have smooth and spheroid-dominated
morphologies. We are therefore confident to target the early-type
population that is located well within the cluster. Within this cen-
tral region, we found no correlation of the color gradients with
cluster-centric distance, magnitude, or stellar mass. This in turn
means that at least within the small area we investigated, the
variation in stellar populations is independent of the environ-
ment, luminosity, or stellar mass. We conclude that the early-
type galaxies, which are situated within the innermost region of
the cluster and possess similar mass, undergo a similar evolu-
tionary path, resulting in the observed lack of any correlation.
In their investigation, Saglia et al. (2000) found similar conclu-
sions with respect to galaxy luminosities, and Guo et al. (2011)
and Gargiulo et al. (2012) confirmed the independence on stellar
mass. Furthermore, Goddard et al. (2017) found no correlation
with environment either.

Galaxies in the central regions have formed at the earliest
times of cluster assembly, and are therefore considered the old-
est members of the cluster. Their evolutionary paths are expected
to be similar, and our result supports this notion. In order to in-
vestigate the dependence of the cluster environment on stellar
populations of its members, we will therefore have to expand
the search to greater cluster-centric distances out to and beyond
the virial radius of the cluster and also to lower stellar masses. In
this way, we are able to follow the assembly history of the cluster
and trace the effect of structure growth on galaxy population.

Galaxies falling into a cluster are affected in a number of
ways. They experience physical processes that disrupt the gas
supply and ultimately stop their star formation. In clusters, we
observe a variety of transitional objects, such as passive spirals
or post-starburst galaxies, whose stellar populations and mor-
phologies indicate a recent change in star formation and/or a dy-
namical history. Cluster mechanisms that strip away the gas of
galaxy halos and disks will dim and redden the galaxies as their
stars age (Kuchner et al. 2017). These galaxies may be an impor-
tant galaxy transformation pathway. An extension of our inves-
tigation of color gradients to galaxies located in cluster outskirts
and infall regions of clusters will allow an exploration of envi-
ronmental disk fading. In future publications, we plan to include
the remaining CLASH clusters, as well as all galaxies, indepen-
dent of morphological type.

7. Summary

We analyzed a total of 79 early-type galaxies, located in the cen-
tral regions of the massive cluster MACS 1206 at z = 0.44. We

used HST imaging from the CLASH survey in 12 filters ranging
from B435 to H160 to accurately determine the structural param-
eters. Membership determination is partially ensured through
the additional spectroscopic information from the follow-up pro-
gram CLASH-VLT and photometric redshifts calculated from 16
filters from UV to near-infrared.

We employed a 2D model fitting for each galaxy by using 12
HST filters simultaneously, using the tool Galapagos-2, which
was produced by the MegaMorph project. In a visual inspection
we only considered smooth and regular galaxies with Sérsic in-
dices n> 2.5, which resulted in our final sample of 79 elliptical
galaxies. We used the structural parameters Sérsic index n, effec-
tive radius re, and total magnitude Mtot provided by the models
to derive surface brightness profiles. These were used to produce
radial profiles for the colors g475 − I814, r625 −Y105, I814 −H160,
and Y105 −H160. Color gradients were derived as the logarithmic
slopes of these color profiles by 1) approximating a least-squares
fit, and 2) calculating the ratios of the effective radii in the two
bands analytically.

We analyzed age and metallicity contributions to the
color gradients by employing BC03 single stellar population
models, adopting a Chabrier IMF. We allowed initial condi-
tions of the models to vary in different formation redshifts from
z f = 0.5 to z f = 10, and in metallicities, where we limited the val-
ues to lie between Z = 0.05 and Z = 0.008. Our relative determi-
nations of estimated ages and metallicities are consistent with
those of previous studies. Our comparison of simulated colors
at the cluster redshift with observed colors constrains ages and
metallicities of our sample galaxies. We summarize our findings
below.
1. The effective radius decreases with increasing wavelength as

re,160 ∼ 0.75re,625. This is due to the variations of stellar pop-
ulations in the galaxies and characterizes negative color gra-
dients.

2. On average, the mean Sérsic index n appears constant over
wavelength. This shows that early-type galaxies can indeed
be described by a single-component intensity profile.

3. The majority of the galaxies and the overall mean show
negative color gradients of between −0.07± 0.02 and
−0.18± 0.03 mag dex−1, indicating a redder, older stellar
population in the centers and bluer, younger stars in the out-
skirts. The results are independent of the derivation method
and also differ insignificantly between the employed colors.

4. No correlation or dependence of the color gradients on stel-
lar mass, magnitude, or cluster-centric distance can be found,
implying that none of these properties are directly responsi-
ble for the radial color variations.

5. Age as well as metallicity drive the color gradients. While the
centers appear to be ∼3 Gyr older than the exterior regions,
the metallicity drops from slightly supersolar values in the
innermost regions to solar values in the outskirts.

6. Considering all these observations, the most probable evolu-
tionary scenario for elliptical galaxies is that they already as-
semble a majority of their stellar mass at very high redshifts
(z & 2), followed by a passive evolution of the initial stellar
population. With time, the galaxies undergo several dry and
minor mergers, resulting in a much more notable increase in
size than in mass, as the more metal-poor and younger pop-
ulations of the accreted galaxies settle into more extended
structures.

The examination of variations of colors within a galaxy, inde-
pendent of morphology and especially redshift, can give valu-
able insights into its history. In particular with the start of the
James Webb Space Telescope, it will be possible to expand this
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approach to more distant and fainter galaxies, which will allow
for a more comprehensive picture of galaxy evolution.
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